We love Originals
Plagiarism checking for you, your students and colleagues.
Fast Access to PlagScan’s Plugin

Integrate PlagScan into your assignment by adding it as a new feature of your usual interface.

Simple Menu for Submission Settings

Course administrators can personalize submission settings according to their needs.
You can check PlagScan's interactive browser report highlighting possible plagiarism and directly access sources from our vast database.

After the analysis you can immediately see the PlagLevel, indicating possible plagiarism by percentage, access the report and grade the submission.
As an advocate of academic integrity, we have encouraged critical thinking and original writing for more than 10 years. Thousands of colleagues around the world use PlagScan today (see below). In Austria, PlagScan supports the Ministry of Education to assure the quality of specialized course work.
Our team of Experts will be happy to answer any question you may have

Email: pro@plagscan.com  
Phone: +49 (0) 221 75988992

PlagScan GmbH  
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